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1.1 About
7-BM Docs contains up-to-date information helpful to run and troubleshoot the APS beamline 7-BM

1.2 Information for Users
1.2.1 Guide to Home-Built Electronics
Custom-built electronics are a part of many experiments at APS. Argonne takes electrical safety seriously, and all
electronics that will handle > 50 V require an inspection to show that they can safely be operated. Many custom-built
electronic units are built by researchers themselves who often lack training in electrical work. Based on past experience,
poor construction of electronics can lead to significant delays in experiments for users, limitations on experiments, and
extra work for beamline staff and electrical inspectors.
This document is meant to serve as a guide to users on what to do to make sure there are no undue delays in their
experiments due to electrical inspection issues.
Requirements
• Make sure that all components in the box are fixed in place, including connectors protruding from the box. Loose
components mean an almost automatic rejection.
• Don’t put unnecessary materials in the box. Padding with flammable materials (paper towels or foam) will lead
to an almost automatic rejection.
• Ensure there is sufficient space around components in the box. If any components will dissipate heat, ensure
sufficient ventilation.
• Make sure there is fusing for the power input that is appropriate for the equipment being powered.
• For metal enclosures, make sure that the enclosure is grounded to the power input ground, and that any exposed
metal (connectors, etc.) and all internal subsystems are properly bonded to the equipment ground as well.
• Make sure to use NRTL components for those components that will see > 50 V.
• The wires and components need to be rated for the maximum voltage/amperage they carry.
• Connectors and plugs need to be labeled with their function and voltage.
• Try to follow standard wire color schemes. Green wires should only be used for ground conductors. White wires
should only be used for neutral wires.
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• Ground wires are to protect workers and equipment. DO NOT deliberately flow current through ground wires.
• Shrink wrap exists to cover exposed metal to improve safety, not to hide flaws in wiring. For example, below is
a 110 VAC conductor where the wires were simply twisted together and covered with shrink wrap, rather than
being properly joined (solder or crimp connectors would have been suitable here). This is not acceptable practice.

Design Suggestions
• Avoid making custom-built electrical enclosures using voltages > 50 V. For example, use an external NRTLlisted power supply to feed a box with low-voltage DC rather than making an enclosure with an AC input and a
DC converter inside. While a box with only < 50 V still needs to be well-built, it does not require an electrical
inspection.
• In the same vein, don’t unnecessarily mix low and high voltage equipment.
• Use standard connectors. You are more likely to be able to find spares if rewiring is needed. Bring extra connectors with you in case changes are needed. If a connector will handle > 50 V, make sure it is NRTL listed.
• Don’t use standard connectors in non-standard ways. For example, don’t use a standard power cord plug for
components that aren’t going to be connected to 110 VAC.
• Use terminal strips inside of the enclosure so that if things need to be rewired, it can be done more easily. If
wires are directly connected between cables entering the box, it makes it very difficult to trace connections or
modify the wiring if needed. This example is from an enclosure built by an APS scientific associate. Note how
the terminal strip aids in both tracing wires and in making modifications to the wiring.
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• Consider using power entry modules rather than a power cord end with a grommet. It makes for a cleaner, safer
assembly. For example, note the power entry module shown below. It provides a power switch, fusing, and an
interface to a standard computer power cord.

1.2. Information for Users
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• Consider using wire-end ferrules when using stranded wire. It makes for a much cleaner termination into terminal
blocks.
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1.2. Information for Users
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1.3 General Controls
1.3.1 Data download
Automatic
At the beginning of the beamtime all users listed in the proposal receive an email with a direct link and instructions on
how to download data from the APS.
Data sets are distributed using a Globus, to use it you need to create a Globus Account and set up you computer as a
Globus EndPoint.
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Manual
Note This only applies if your data were stored on the APS data management system.
If you do not get the email with the direct link to your data, please follow these steps:
• login into Globus (with your personal globus credential)
• go to “Collection/Search” and search for the aps data select aps#data
• login in the the APS data management system using the same badge number/password combination that use to
access the APS poroposal system but put a “d” in front of the badge number. For example, if your badge number
is 12345, you would enter d12345 as your user name.
• if you forgot your password you can reset it here
• go to /gdata/dm/7BM/ then seach for your data by year-month/PI last name
• set an end point on your computer (see Globus EndPoint)
• download the data!
Raw Data Viewer
To view the tomographic raw data we suggest to install Fiji and add the HDF plugin
Other options are hdfview or argos
Radiography and fluorescence data are generally stored in HDF5 format, which can be accessed through Matlab,
Python, or other programming languages.

1.3.2 Data Uploading
Data are normally uploaded to voyager, the main APS data storage site, using the APS Data Management tools. Two
programs have been written to facilitate setting up automated data transfers, dmagic and globus.
DMagic
DMagic is a python program that queries the APS scheduling system and fills in PVs with user information. These
PVs are read by globus (see below) to set up the experiment in the Data Management system.
To use DMagic, first make sure TomoScan is running, since that is where the relevant PVs are stored. Then,follow the
directions here.
globus
globus is a python script that automatically creates a directory on a globus server as “year-month/pi_last_name” (or
any other preset path) and sends a customizable notification email to “pi_email” that includes the URL to the shared
folder.
To use globus, follow this directions

1.3. General Controls
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1.3.3 Remote access
Remote access to beamline control computers is granted to users having a valid badge number and an active/scheduled
proposal. To connect to 7-BM control computer, please go to https://delos.aps.anl.gov and login using your Argonne
credentials. Select “karman, WS, Red Hat Enterprise Linux Workstation”. On the next screen, select the physical
desktop. Once connected, you will have the same control over the experiment you would have if seated at the beamline.

For enable users for remote access see
• https://wiki-ext.aps.anl.gov/remoteaccess/index.php/Main_Page
• https://forge.xray.aps.anl.gov
• https://delos.aps.anl.gov

1.3.4 Step Scans
Step scans are controlled through the EPICS scan record. The scan record is designed to move an EPICS PV (usually
a motor) to a series of predetermined points, collecting data at each point. The control screen can be accessed through
7-BM-B control screen under “Scan Control”.
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The basics of the scan record can be seen in its layout. To set up the scan record:
• Enter in any actions that should be done before the scan starts. These can be actions on single PVs or can call a
string sequence for more complex tasks.
• Enter the PV that will be scanned, termed the Positioner. This is usually a motor. Entries should be made to the
Read and Drive fields. For a dummy scan (with no scanning) typically the Drive field is left blank and time is
entered into the Read field.
• Set the points to be scanned. The data fields provided in the scan record (start, end, center, spacing, range, number
of points) are of course not all independent. The scan record automatically updates these as values are changed
to make a consistent set of parameters. Typically, one changes the start, end, and either spacing or number of
points.
• Check the other positioner parameters. Most users want a linear scan, which gives a uniform grid of points.
Table scans can be used to give the scan record a non-uniform grid of points, but requires more complex setup.
Relative scans interpret the positioner positions as relative to the motor position at the start of the scan, which
can be useful for alignment. The after-scan action has several options, though Stay and Prior Position are the two

1.3. General Controls
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most commonly used.
• Set the detector triggers, which are the PVs that will be set at each point. There must be at least one detector
trigger for the scan to run. When the PV is set back to zero, this is the indication to the scan record that the point
is finished. These PVs are usually PVs to trigger detectors. It should be noted that EPICS PV calls have a fair
degree of latency. As such, it is often helpful to have at least one detector take at least a few tenths of a second
to complete, otherwise the scan record can sometimes read a trigger PV before it has been set, fooling the scan
record into thinking the trigger PV is signaling that it is done. Counting on a scaler board works well for this.
• Set the detectors. Just about any numerical EPICS PV can be entered as a detector. For array PVs (mainly
fluorescence detector MCA outputs and multichannel scalar outputs), the detector type should be set to Array;
for other variables, Scalar is appropriate.
Scan records can be daisy-chained to perform multidimensional scans. To do this, simply put the PV corresponding to
the Scan button on the scan record for the lower dimension as a trigger of a higher-dimension scan.

1.3.5 Timing
Timing and synchronization are mainly done with two Stanford DG645 timing generators, located in the control rack
outside of the hutch. Both units can be controlled using EPICS remotely from the control station. Note that the DG645,
unlike the earlier DG535, has fixed input (1 M-ohm) and output (50 ohm) impedances, so use 50 ohm terminators where
appropriate.
To further facilitate timing and synchronization, the beamline has an instance of softGlue, a simplified EPICS FPGA
interface. The controls for softGlue can be found on the 7-BM-B control screen. By using softGlue, several low-level
electronics functions can be implemented, such as counters, logical gates, decimation of signals, etc.
Synchronization with the pulse structure of APS is done using a signal from the Machine Status Link, located near the
top of the control rack. The P0 signal from the MSL is synchronized to the electron beam. To trigger from the MSL,
use a +2.0 V threshold, falling edge with 50 ohm termination.
When the storage ring is topped up, the electron beam is unstable for a few tens of ms afterward. This can be problematic
for time-resolved radiography measurements. There is an EPICS PV that indicates when top-up occurs, but it has
significant latency. To have a hardware signal, the accelerator group ported down the top-up signal from their IOC
on the mezzanine over fiber to 7bmb1 and installed a fiber to copper adapter card in the crate. The card produces a
TTL signal that goes high 20 ms before the top-up event and goes low 10 ms after top-up. The signal expects 50 ohm
termination. The complement of this signal is also available on the card. We often use this signal as an inhibit on one
of the DG645 timing generators to avoid taking data during top-up.

1.3.6 Saving experiment configurations
It is often desirable to save the setup of a portion of an experiment (scan, motor, userCalc, delay generator settings)
either for later use or to copy. While the autosave module can be used to restore a record, it is more awkward to copy
a record with autosave. An alternative is to use a Python program, RecordSaver, to save and restore records.
To use RecordSaver, at the terminal on the beamline workstation, simply type:
[user@workstation ~] RecordSaver
This will show the main RecordSaver window shown below.
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To save a record, type the PV prefix into the record name field. For example, for motor 1 this would be 7bmb1:m1.
Next, select the record type, which in this case would be Motor. Click “Save Record”. This will bring up a dialog
box to save the record. Select an appropriate name and directory, then click save. NOTE: do not give the name of the
database a file extension, the program will add this during the saving process. After a few seconds, the record will be
saved.
To restore a record, again enter the PV prefix name and record type. Click “Restore Record” to bring up a dialog box
of which file to open. Select the saved record you wish to load, then click “Open” to fill in this record with the saved
values.

1.4 Equipment and Operations
1.4.1 Alarms
There are several warning alarms in and around 7-BM-B, in addition to the typical fire and tornado alarm systems. An
overview of them is below.
Monitored Condition
Ozone buildup
Oxygen
deficiency
Fuel vapors
Radiation monitor

Indicator
Red
siren
White
siren
Red
siren
Red
siren

light

and

strobe and
light

and

light

and

Location

Action to Take

Near 7-BM-B door control

Exit hutch and stay out; wait for ozone to
dissipate
Exit hutch and stay out; call floor coordinator
Exit hutch and stay out; correct source of
vapors
If continuous, exit area and call main
control room

Inside 7-BM-B near ratchet
door
Inside 7-BM-B, downstream
wall
Outside 7-BM-B, downstream wall

1.4.2 Chemical Waste
Users are responsible for informing beamline staff of any chemical waste created in their experiment and for properly
handling such waste:
• Please properly contain your waste. Ensure that the container for your waste is compatible with your waste.
• All chemical waste containers must be labeled with the user name, contents, and the date the container began to
be filled.

1.4. Equipment and Operations
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• Chemical waste containers should be stored in the wet lab (432 D030) while in active use. When not in active
use, the waste container should be stored in the short yellow chemical cabinet in 432 D030 unless the waste
requires special treatment.
• Chemical waste should never be disposed of in laboratory sinks, drains, or trash cans.
• At the end of your experiment, you must fill out a chemical waste log, found here. E-mail an electronic copy to
your beamline contact and tape a paper copy to your waste container.

1.4.3 Flammable gas cabinet
Flammable gas cylinders should be kept in the ventilated cabinet near the control rack. This cabinet is equipped with
a dedicated flow line that terminates in a ball valve on the outboard wall of 7-BM-B. Note: this line is 1/8” OD, and as
such does not support high volume flow.

1.4.4 Flow Controllers
7-BM is equipped with three Sierra Smart-Trak gas flow controllers. These controllers can be controlled via EPICS,
which makes them ideal for providing and monitoring gas flows for experiments. They are capable of handling a wide
range of gases and displaying a wide range of units. The controllers are also all rated for 500 psig inlet pressure.
Maximum flowrate
300 SCCM
5 LPM
20 LPM

Calibrated Gas
Kr
N2
N2

Connecting the controllers
Two of these controllers can be controlled at any time, which are labeled ST1 and ST2 in the control software. Any of
the controllers can be used with either of these prefixes. To use the controllers.
1. Provide the controllers with power (24 VDC) via the BNC pigtail. The controller display should say “Waiting
for meter”
2. Connect gas to the controller inlet. Since the state of the controller is undetermined when first powered on, use
caution in supplying gas pressure to the controller until it is fully operational.
3. Connect the serial connection on the pigtail to the DB-9 breakout in the control rack above the VME crate. Use
the patch panels. You must use the DB-9 port corresponding to the controller prefix you wish to use. Use the
patch panels to connect from inside 7-BM-B to the control rack.
4. Edit the VME crate boot script to enable the controller(s) you wish to use. This must be done by beamline staff.
5. Reboot the VME crate.
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Using the controllers
The flow controllers are easily controlled in EPICS. The screens for the two flow controller channels can be found at
the bottom right corner of the main 7-BM-B control screen (7bmb1.ui). The flow controller screen displays both RAM
(R) and flash (F) values for the pertinent parameters. Often changing only the flash value is sufficient for the controller
to respond. If the controller appears to be unresponsive, try changing both the (F) and (R) values.

1.4.5 Visible Light Optics
7-BM posesses visible light optics and cameras for both standard visible imaging and for use with scintillator crystals
for indirect x-ray imaging.
Lens systems include:
• Infinity Photo-Optical K2 long-distance microscope, with CF-2, CF-3, or CF-4 objective.
• Mitutoyo M Plan Apo long distance microscope objectives. The beamline has 2x, 5x, and 10x objectives on-hand.
• Nikon macro camera lenses, from 50 mm to 105 mm focal length. A unique application is the use of two camera
lenses (50 mm and 105 mm) coupled on their object sides. This allows for a large amount of light capture at ~
1.4. Equipment and Operations
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2x magnification at short working distance.
• Several C-mount lenses for closed-circuit cameras, from 10-50 mm focal length.
Beamline staff also have access to a Thorlabs DC2200 LED driver for high-intensity LEDs.

1.4.6 TV Monitor
The beamline is equipped with several closed-circuit cameras to allow experiments to be viewed remotely. All video
signals are directed to the video multiplexer below the TV monitor at the user station. To operate the multiplexer,
simply push the numbered button corresponding to the camera you wish to view.
• Three of these cameras in 7-BM-B are pan-tilt-zoom with a joystick control near the TV monitor for flexibility
in viewing experiments. To operate the pan-tilt-zoom cameras, use the joystick control next to the multiplexer.
Press the button in the upper part of the panel to select the camera, then use the joystick to pan, tilt, and (by
twisting the joystick) zoom.
• Three of the cameras in 7-BM-B are pan-tilt-zoom controlled via a web interface.
• One of the cameras in 7-BM-B is equipped with a microphone, which is directly connected to the monitor to
allow users to hear sound in the hutch.
• Four of the cameras (#1, 2, 3, and 7 below) can be viewed (but not controlled) through a web interface.
Multiplexer #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Camera Position
Roof of 7-BM-B
Downstream wall 7-BM-B
Pneumatic door 7-BM-B
Near patch panels
Experiment table
Downstream wall 7-BM-B
Steel column 7-BM-B
Flag in 7-BM-A mono
Flag by 7-BM-A shutter

Camera Control
Joystick control Camera 1
Joystick control Camera 2
Joystick control Camera 3
Web: remoteview7bmb1.xray.aps.anl.gov
Web: remoteview7bmb2.xray.aps.anl.gov
Web: remoteview7bmb3.xray.aps.anl.gov
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

To use one of the open multiplexer channels, use the BNC patch panels to patch the video output back to the user station,
then plug the signal into the back of the multiplexer.

1.4.7 Remote Outlets
The beamline is equipped with two Synaccess NP-02 remotely controllable outlets. These units allow two AC power
outlets to be switched remotely and independently through a web interface. One is used on the roof of 7-BM-B to
control power to the tomography rotation stage servo driver. The other is available for users in 7-BM-B.
Location
Roof of 7-BM-B
Under expt table
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Link
PDU #1
PDU #2

Function
Tomography servo driver power
User equipment
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1.5 Compressed Air System
7-BM-B is equipped with a high volume compressed air system for flow and combustion experiments.

1.5.1 Operation
Beamline staff will start the compressed air system. User controls are found under “Extra Screens” on the 7-BM-B
control screen.

The screen is fairly self-explanatory. Enter the desired setpoint pressure in psig. When the user clicks “Start Flow!”
the MW100 will send an analog voltage to the electronic regulator controlling the air flow, starting the air flow at the
desired set pressure. Clicking “Stop Flow!” will set the delivery pressure to zero.

1.5. Compressed Air System
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1.5.2 Setup Notes
The electronic regulator needs a pressure reading downstream of the regulator to control the flow. This is by default set
up as a 0-200 psig transducer located on the side of the regulator body. This is a workable system but may not accurately
represent the downstream pressure at high flowrates. If another 4-20 mA output transducer is used as feedback, more
accurate control can be expected.
In order to view the delivery pressure in the control screen, a transducer must be included to view the pressure. This
can be ported to the MW100 AI channel #3 for readout. It expects 1-5 V = 0-200 psig.

1.5.3 Components
Kaeser BS61 compressor, rated for 240 scfm and 110 psig maximum pressure. The effective working pressure is more
nearly 100 psig.
Kaeser KAD260 dessicant dryer
400 gallon air accumulator tank
1060 gallon air accumulator tank
High-flow air regulator
Tescom ER5000 electronic regulator

1.6 Vacuum System
7-BM-B is also equipped with a high-volume vacuum system consisting of two identical rotary claw vacuum pumps.
The system is nominally capable of accepting 200 scfm at 0.5 atm absolute pressure.

1.6.1 Operation
Controls to turn the pumps on and off are found on the HMI screen located in the user station control rack.
To see a readout of the vacuum pressures and temperatures, go to Extra Screens in the 7-BM-B control screen
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1.7 Tomography
1.7.1 Data reconstruction
At the APS
Your raw data are automatically copied from the detector to the analysis computer (handyn in this example) under the
folder /local/data/YYYY-MM/PI_lastName.
Login at the beamline Linux machine and then type:
[user@workstation ~]$ tomopy recon -h
for help. More detailed instruction are at https://github.com/tomography/tomopy-cli
To do a test reconstruction just type:
[user@workstation ~]$ tomopy recon --hdf-file /local/data/YYYY-MM/PI_lastName/file.h5

1.7. Tomography
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At your home institution
Please follow these instrutions

1.7.2 Data visualization
At the APS
After your data are reconstructed you can visualize using Dragonfly
Login at the beamline Linux machine and then type:
[7bmb@mach ~]$ cd /local/7bmb/software/dragonfly
[7bmb@mach ~]$ ./Dragonfly

1.7.3 TomoScan
TomoScan
Tomography scans are managed by tomoScan, a tomography scanning engine developed by Mark Rivers from GSECARS and Francesco DeCarlo from the Imaging group to control tomography data acquisition.
Starting tomoscan
The tomography scans are managed by tomoScan. Please refer to the tomoScan documentation for details.
To configure a single tomographic scan enter the acquistion parameters at:
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To run a single scan with the parameters set in the tomoScan screen press the green Start Scan button. To collect the
same from the command line interface:
[user@workstation]$ tomoscan single
tomoscan supports also vertical, horizontal and mosaic tomographic scans with:
[user@workstation]$ tomoscan vertical
[user@workstation]$ tomoscan horizontal
[user@workstation]$ tomoscan mosaic
to run a vertical scan:
$ [user@workstation]$ tomoscan vertical --vertical-start 0 --vertical-step-size 0.1 -˓→vertical-steps 2
(continues on next page)

1.7. Tomography
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(continued from previous page)

2020-05-29
2020-05-29
2020-05-29
2020-05-29
2020-05-29
2020-05-29
2020-05-29
2020-05-29
2020-05-29
2020-05-29

16:54:03,354
16:54:03,356
16:54:03,358
16:54:03,362
16:54:51,653
16:54:51,654
16:54:51,658
16:55:47,607
16:55:47,607
16:55:47,608

-

vertical scan start
vertical positions (mm): [0. 0.1]
SampleInY stage start position: 0.000 mm
single scan start
single scan time: 0.805 minutes
SampleInY stage start position: 0.100 mm
single scan start
single scan time: 0.932 minutes
vertical scan time: 1.738 minutes
vertical scan end

to run a series of vertical scans starting from different locations:
[user@workstation]$ for k in {0,5.2,10.4,15.6,20.8,26}; do tomoscan vertical --vertical˓→start $k --vertical-step-size 1.3 --vertical-steps 4; done
this will run:
[user@workstation]$
˓→vertical-steps 4
[user@workstation]$
˓→vertical-steps 4
[user@workstation]$
˓→vertical-steps 4
[user@workstation]$
˓→vertical-steps 4
[user@workstation]$
˓→vertical-steps 4
[user@workstation]$
˓→vertical-steps 4

tomoscan vertical --vertical-start 0 --vertical-step-size 1.3 -tomoscan vertical --vertical-start 5.2 --vertical-step-size 1.3 -tomoscan vertical --vertical-start 10.4 --vertical-step-size 1.3 -tomoscan vertical --vertical-start 15.6 --vertical-step-size 1.3 -tomoscan vertical --vertical-start 20.8 --vertical-step-size 1.3 -tomoscan vertical --vertical-start 26 --vertical-step-size 1.3 --

please check the command line manual for more details.

1.7.4 Raw Data Viewer
To view the tomographic raw data we suggest to install Fiji and add this HDF plugin.
Other options are hdfview or argos.

1.7.5 Visible Lens
Imaging and tomography
We installed an Optique Peter system for visible light detection

Specification and user manuals:
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• Manual
• Test Part 1
• Test Part 2

1.8 High-Speed Imaging
High-speed imaging at 7-BM is done with the white x-ray beam, with optional filters to reduce x-ray exposure. An
important consideration in these experiments is that the heat load from the white beam can quickly cause both radiation
and thermal damage to both samples and the scintillator crystal used for x-ray imaging.

1.8.1 Controls
In order to ensure correct sequencing of the acquisition, a user string sequence is used, which is controlled using a
control screen shown below; a link to it can be found in the 7-BM-B screen under “Imaging and Tomo.” Set the number
of movie sequences to take and the rotation rate of the chopper (pulses come at twice this rate). Then, to take images,
arm the high-speed camera and click “Take Movies.” The total number of triggers will be greater than the number of
movies requested to account for variations in shutter timing and chopper spin rate.

1.8. High-Speed Imaging
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1.8.2 Cameras
High-speed imaging is typically performed with a Photron Nova S16 camera. The camera is connected to the Windows
workstation at the user station with dedicated RJ-45 patches rated to 10 Gb. Users wishing to use their own cameras
are free to bring them. Our normal mode for imaging is to take multiple short high-speed movie sequences, one for
each chopper opening (see below).

1.8.3 Optical setup
A typical high-speed imaging setup is shown below. The scintillator is mounted to a 30 mm Thorlabs turning mirror
cube, which is in turn mounted on an optical rail carriage. The imaging cube is mounted to an adjustment motor
that moves the cube along the rail to allow the camera to be focused. The camera is fixed to the optical rail; the exact
mounting scheme depends on the camera. The optical system shown here is one that works well for high-speed imaging.
I uses two camera lenses (Nikon 105 mm f/2.8 near the camera, Nikon 50 mm f/1.2 near the imaging cube) coupled on
their filter rings. It gives a roughly 2x magnification with a high degree of light capture.

24
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1.8.4 Rotary Chopper
The beamline is equipped with a rotary chopper to reduce x-ray exposure onto samples and detectors. This is particularly
relevant for studies with white beam, since prolonged white beam exposure on the scintillator crystals used for imaging
can cause thermal cracking. In general filtering must be used when using white beam unless the chopper is being
used to reduce the beam duty cycle. See the filter documentation: for further information on operating the filters. For
alignment purposes where a continuous beam is needed, 1 mm Cu filtering is usually safe to use. Keep in mind that
the propensity for the beam to cause thermal cracking is a function of the scintillator type, scintillator thickness, beam
filter, beam size, and chopper operation. As such, in general, limit the beam size, exposure time, and overall flux to the
extent feasible.
The chopper consists of two notched copper disks bolted to each other and driven by a stepper motor. Motor 27 is
preconfigured to run the chopper. Each disk has two notches, so x-rays are transmitted twice for every rotation of the
chopper wheel. The two disks can be manually rotated with respect to each other to change the duty cycle of the chopper
by removing the aluminum cover over the disk, making sure to disconnect the motor first.

1.8. High-Speed Imaging
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NOTE: keep in mind that the chopper can only reduce x-ray exposure on components if it is either moving or if it is
stopped at a point where the x-rays are being blocked. A good way to ensure this is to index the chopper motor to start
chopper motion at an orientation where the beam is blocked and move in integer rotations of the chopper.
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1.8.5 Triggering and Timing
For timing, the chopper is equipped with a photoeye. This photoeye is supplied with 12 VDC and outputs a signal
which is 1 V when the chopper wheel blocks the photoeye, 2 V when the photoeye probes the opening, with 50 ohm
termination. The photoeye will be triggered approximately 1/6 of a rotation before the x-rays are allowed through. The
chopper signal is sent to DG645 #2. This timing generator delays until the chopper opening reaches the x-ray beam,
then triggers the camera on channel AB. This delay is different for every chopper duty cycle and spin speed. To find
this delay, set the camera to single trigger mode at a reasonable framerate (10 kHz can work well), set it to record for
a large number of frames, arm it, then press the “Take Movies” button in the High-Speed Imaging control window.
Find the frame where the x-ray beam appears and the duration of the time for which the x-ray beam appears. Use these
values to set the proper delay time and the number of frames to save in each movie sequence.
If one wishes to synchronize to the ring, one must supply the camera with a Sync In signal. Take the P0 signal from
either the Machine Status Link or the MRD100 board, use this to trigger DG645 #1, set a 1 microsecond long pulse on
channel AB of DG645 #1, then use this for the camera sync signal. This will sync the camera at 271 kHz. If a slower
repetition rate is desired, use the Prescale feature under Advanced Triggering on the DG645.

1.9 Energy Dispersive Diffraction and Scattering
Energy dispersive diffraction (EDD) is used either alone or in conjunction with tomography to probe the crystal structure
of materials. The basic idea is simple. Bragg’s Law shows the relationship between x-ray wavelength, scattering angle,
and crystal 2d spacing. In standard angle-dispersive diffraction, the x-ray energy is fixed by using monochromatic
beam, and angle is related to the scattering vector q.
𝑞=

4𝜋
𝜆

sin( 𝜃2 )

In EDD, the scattering angle is fixed with a set of pinholes or slits. A polychromatic beam (in practice, filtred white
beam) illuminates the sample and an energy dispersive detector (in practice, a Ge detector) records the energy of each
photon that is absorbed in the detector. Using Bragg’s Law, the energy can be transformed to scattering vector. With
appropriate corrections for filtering and the incident spectrum, a semi-quantitative measure of diffraction or scattering
can be made. Note that the limited energy resolution of the Ge detector (roughly 1% ∆𝐸/𝐸) limits the achievable
resolution.

1.9.1 Optical setup
The EDD setup consists of two sets of slits mounted on a tube to shield the detector from all x-rays except those from a
well-defined gauge volume and at a well-defined angle. The slits are made of two tungsten carbide blocks 5 mm thick
with the edges fabricated by EDM. The centers of the slits are placed 511 mm apart. The slit edges are curved to match
scattering at a 3 degree full scattering angle with a 150 mm working distance from the sample. This geometry can
work simultaneously with tomography using the Optique Peter optics. The detector for all such measurements is a Ge
detector.

1.9.2 Alignment and Calibration
• Place the 30 mm Telfon cylinder in the beam. Scan the EDD setup vertically and horizontally to find the beam.
• Place a combined W/Mo foil in the beam, using fluorescence from the foils to calibrate the energy scale for
detector. Scan the EDD setup vertically and horizontally to find the beam more precisely. Note that one may get
diffraction from the W and Mo foils as well as fluorescence.
• Optionally, use a radioactive check source to calibrate the energy scale of the detector.
• With the energy scale defined, place a 𝐿𝑎𝐵6 in the beam. One will see both La fluorescence and regularly spaced
diffraction lines. Use these data to compute the 2𝜃 angle of the EDD setup.
1.9. Energy Dispersive Diffraction and Scattering
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1.10 Radiography
Radiography is typically performed with a focused beam at 8 keV, though other energies can be used. The typical
detector is a PIN diode, the output of which is amplified with a transimpedance amplifier. Readout is now typically
done with a high-speed digitizer and custom Python program. Traditionally, this was done with a oscilloscope and a
custom Java program, DataGrabber.

1.10.1 PIN Diodes
The beamline is equipped with several PIN diodes for measuring beam intensity. These PIN diodes are silicon Hamamatsu x-ray photodiodes in a brass casing designed by the APS Detector Pool. The diodes are covered with electricallyconductive Kapton film to seal out ambient light. There are three diodes with 10 x 10 mm active area (S3590-09, 300
micron thick) and one diode with 28 x 28 mm active area (S3584-09, 300 microns thick).

1.10.2 Digitizer and Python Acquisition
The main digitizer for the beamline is a Teledyne SPD ADQ14. This digitizer is 14-bit, 500 MHz with four channels.
To run the digitizer, connect the power, then hook up the fiber network connection to the blue fiber connection dangling
from the cable tray in 7-BM-B. This connects the digitizer to prandtl. On prandtl, start the digitizer with:
[7bmb@prandtl]: ~/bin/softIOC ADQ start
To start the control screens for the digitizer, look under Analog I/O on the 7-BM-B control screen. One must click the
“ON” button to activate the digitizer. Use “OFF” to reset the digitizer or to apply changes to the channel settings. Click
“RUN” to activate acquisition and “STOP” to abort.
To activate the Python script the controls the acquisition and interfaces between the scan record and the digitizer, do
the following:
[7bmb@karman]: cd /home/beams/7BMB/Python/adq14_scripts
[7bmb@karman]: python scan_script2.py
Data are saved in HDF5 format, with each acquistion saved separately (i.e., not averaged in hardware). To view the
data, use hdfview or:
[7bmb@karman]: cd /home/beams/7BMB/Python/adq14_scripts
[7bmb@karman]: python scan_view.py
Some notes for the digitizer:
• The digitizer can be the only soft IOC running on prandtl. Turn off all other soft IOCs (e.g., cameras) before
starting the digitizer IOC.
• The digitizer support is not incredibly stable. If the digitizer throws a fault, attempt to reset it by turning the
digitizer off, then on again in the control screen. If this doesn’t work, it may need to be power cycled. Due to
this fact, it is useful to put the digitizer on an outlet that can be controlled automatically.
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1.10.3 Oscilloscope
The main digital oscilloscope for 7-BM is a Yokogawa DLM2054 oscilloscope. This oscilloscope is 4-channels with 8
bits of vertical resolution. Some points to keep in mind when using the oscilloscope:
• There is an external trigger in terminal on the back panel of the oscilloscope. Using this terminal for a TTL
trigger in not only saves a channel for data but tends to result in less cross-talk between the trigger signal and
data signals.
• The display on the front panel of the scope shows eight vertical divisions. The scope will actually record one
division above and below the range of the display.
• If a user is filtering a channel on the oscilloscope, it is essential that the entire trace fit into the vertical range
of the oscilloscope before filtering. Simply checking that no clipping is occurring on the filtered data is not
sufficient and may result in corrupted data.

1.10.4 DataGrabber
To use this to take time-resolved radiography data, we use a Java program called DataGrabber, written by Chris Powell
from Argonne’s Energy Systems division. DataGrabber is run from the Windows workstation at the user station. It
controls the oscilloscope and records the oscilloscope traces and meta data to a binary or ASCII data file. While
DataGrabber can be used to manually control the oscilloscope and record data, it is most commonly used to automate
the recording of time-resolved data.
DataGrabber uses an EPICS busy record (7bmb1:rad:get_data) to handshake between EPICS and DataGrabber. DataGrabber watches for the record to change to “Busy”. It then triggers the oscilloscope to take a trace. When the oscilloscope is finished, DataGrabber will download the data from the oscilloscope and record it to file. When the file is
written, DataGrabber will set the busy record to “Done”. This provides the signal to an EPICS scan that the point in
question is finished.
To start DataGrabber:
• Double-click on the “DataGrabber” icon on the Windows workstation desktop.
• Connect to APS EPICS to enable monitoring of EPICS PVs.
• Connect to the oscilloscope, named “Yoko4”. This will display a dialog box to set which channels to display and
save. Each one will display in a separate tab in the DataGrabber interface.
• Set names for the tabs. These will be recorded in the data file meta data.
• Set the destination for files.
• Turn on automatic control using the “Be a Slave” button in the bottom left corner of the display.
Notes when using DataGrabber:
• DataGrabber must be in Slave mode to automatically control the scope. Click on the “Be a Slave” button in the
bottom left corner of the DataGrabber window to toggle slave mode status.
• When DataGrabber is in Slave mode, the controls on the scope front panel are locked. You must take DataGrabber
out of slave mode to change scope settings. It is highly recommended to take at least one trace with the new
settings (to make sure they are properly read by DataGrabber) before returning to Slave mode.
• For rapid data acquisition, carefully optimize the trigger frequency. If a trigger signal is received by the oscilloscope while it is transferring data, it will be ignored. Thus, a slower repetition rate where the scope triggers on
every trigger can at times be faster than using a faster repetition rate where the scope only records every other
trigger.

1.10. Radiography
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1.11 Fluorescence
1.12 X-ray Optics
7-BM features a series of x-ray optics to manipulate the x-ray beam.

1.12.1 Filters
A water-cooled filter set is located in 7-BM-A. This is mostly used to prefilter the beam for tomography and high-speed
imaging experiments, though it can also be used to filter low energy x-rays when using the single-bounce multilayer
mirror (described below). The control for the filters is found in the 7-BM-A control screen under Alignment. There
are two filter units, so up to two filters can be used simultaneously.
It takes several seconds to move between filter materials. Please remember to close the 7-BM-A shutter before moving
the filters.
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1.12.2 Double Multilayer Monochromator
For monochromatic beam experiments at 6-18 keV, a double multilayer monochromator is used. The monochromator
has two polished Si substrates, each 60 mm wide x 120 mm long. The substrates were coated with three stripes by
Rigaku. One stripe is at 2.0 nm nominal d-spacing. The second is at 3.5 nm nominal d-spacing. The middle stripe is
split: the bottom half of the beam is reflected from a 2.0 nm coating, the top half from a 3.5 nm coating. This is useful
for dual-energy experiments. Each stripe is ~ 8 mm wide.
Due to the configuration of the stripes, the white beam slit positions must be adjusted to use the different stripes. The
settings for the different stripes are:
Stripe
2.0 nm
Mixed
3.5 nm

WB Slit H Center
5.9 mm
0.7 mm
0.7 mm

WB Slit H Size
4.6 mm
9.0 mm
6.6 mm

1.12.3 7-BM-B Multilayer Mirror
For more flexibiity in energy range, a multilayer mirror can be placed in 7-BM-B. This mirror has two coatings, at 2.1
nm and 4.0 nm nominal d-spacing, respectively. The mirror uses a 200 mm long Si substrate. This mirror is operated
with the beamline in white beam mode, and requires cooling water from the hutch DI water system.

1.12.4 Focusing Mirrors
For focused-beam experiments with the monochromatic beam, the beamline has a pair of IDT Kirkpatrick-Baez focusing mirrors. The mirrors are silicon, each 300 mm long, with a 260 mm optical length. The mirrors can be dynamically
bent to change the focal position. Typical operation of the mirrors is a 5 mrad grazing angle at 8 keV, 3-3.5 mrad at 15
keV. The mirrors are Rh coated. To use these mirrors, remember that a helium purge must be established first.

1.12.5 Polycapillary Optics
The beamline is equipped with two polycapillary optics from XOS. The first optic has a 100 mm focal length and is
optimized for lower photon energies. The second is 50 mm focal length and works well at I 𝐾𝛼 (28.6 keV). Both optics
are uncoated glass. These optics are mostly used for confocal fluorescence microscopy.

1.12. X-ray Optics
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1.12.6 Channel Cut Si Crystals
The beamline has three silicon channel cut crystals, all made by the APS Optics group. While these crystals can be
used to create a more monochromatic beam (~ 1 eV bandpass) for experiments, they are more typically used for energy
calibrations. The three crystals are one Si(220), 20 mm long, one Si(220) 40 mm long, and one Si(111), 40 mm long.
All have an 8 mm spacing between the diffracting planes. There are also base plates to mount these crystals to a Huber
410 rotation stage.
Equations, for crystal angle 𝜃 and distance between the two diffracting planes of h:
2ℎ
cos 𝜃
ℎ
length on crystal =
tan 𝜃
12.398
= 2𝑑 sin 𝜃
𝐸(𝑘𝑒𝑣)
𝑑 = 3.84 angstroms for Si(220), 6.27 angstroms for Si(111)
vertical beam offset =
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1.13 Useful Links
1.13.1 APS Links
Current APS Status
APS Long-Range Schedule
ESAF
7-BM page on APS website
APS Detector Pool
401 Grill Location and Hours
Argonne Site Map
Argonne Guest House
APS User Portal

1.13. Useful Links
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1.13.2 X-Ray Links
CRXO X-Ray Interactions with Matter
NIST XCOM Database
X-Ray Data Booklet

1.14 Documents for beamline staff
1.14.1 Standard Operating Procedures
Flight tube vacuum pump operation
Roof dewar refilling
Dip tube tank usage
Switching to white beam mode
Compressor startup and shut down
UV LED lens treatment system

1.15 Support
Call the floor coordinator: either call 2-0101 and leave the beamline phone extension or use this link
7-BM page on APS website.
Please open a ticket using the github Issue Tracker.

1.16 Troubleshoot
1.16.1 Starting Control Screens
If the beamline computer needs to be rebooted for some reason, or if the main window for the control screens gets
closed, you will need to restart them manually. The easiest way to do this is to go to a terminal on the Linux control
computer type:
$ cd ~/bin
$ ./start_epics_auto
If this works properly, it should start a basic set of control screens. If for some reason this doesn’t work, you can use a
more basic script, run by entering at the terminal:
$ start_epics
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1.16.2 Signal levels for PIN diode are zero
A common cause of this problem (other than the shutter being closed, of course!) is the coupling on the preamplifiers
for the detectors. The Femto preamplifiers for the PIN diode and BIM can be set to either AC or DC coupling. They
are automatically set to AC coupling when the 7bmb1 IOC is rebooted. To reset the coupling, go to Preamps in the
7-BM-B control screen, open the amplifiers, and toggle the coupling from DC to AC, then back to DC.

1.16.3 My Scan is Stuck!
If you attempt to run a scan and it isn’t working, there are a few things you can check.
• Look in the upper area of the scan window to read the scan status. If there is a problem that prevents the scan
record from running (for example, the scan range falls outside the motor soft limits), it will be listed here.
• If you are performing scans with the oscilloscope, make sure that DataGrabber is in Slave mode. Also, check the
handshake busy record (found in the window with the sample stages). Make sure it is set to “Done” before the
scan starts.
• If you are doing fluorescence scans, make sure that the count time is set correctly on the fluorescence pulse
processor.

1.16.4 The sample motors stopped working!
The main Aerotech sample stages (X, Y, and for tomography theta) are servo stages. The servo drivers will disable the
motors if they either hit a limit switch or if the motor current limits are exceeded. This can often happen for the X and
theta stages if too much force or torque are applied to the motors.
To correct this, open the motor debug screens (found on the yellow window with the motor controls). Near the bottom
right corner of this window, there is a control to enable or disable the motor. Toggle this to disable, then enable. This
often corrects the problem.

1.16. Troubleshoot
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1.16.5 Tomo@0deg and Tomo@90deg
The Tomo@0deg and Tomo@90deg motors are not responding (control screes is white)
These two motors are controlled by an EPICS softIOC. If the screen for Tomo@0deg and Tomo@90deg are white it
means that the softIOC was not started. To solve this please run:
[user2bmb@arcturus]$ start_2bmS1.sh
or you can directly stop/start with:
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[user2bmb@arcturus]$ cd /net/s2dserv/xorApps/epics/synApps_5_8/ioc/2bmS1/iocBoot/
˓→ioc2bmS1Linux/
[user2bmb@arcturus]$ ./2bmS1.sh start
[user2bmb@arcturus]$ ./2bmS1.sh stop

1.16.6 Windows remote reboot
If you need to reboot a windows machine from a remote session use:
Alt + F4

1.16. Troubleshoot
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